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Abstract 
Most of the automation for 3D acquisition concerns objects with simple shape, like mechanical parts.  For 
cultural heritage artefacts, the process is more complex, and it doesn't exist general solution nowadays. This 
paper presents a method to generate a complete 3D model of cultural heritage artefacts. In a first step, MVC is 
used to solve the view planning problem. Then, holes remaining in 3D model are detected, and their features are 
calculated to finish acquisition. Different post-processing are applied on each view to increase quality of the 3D 
model. This procedure has been tested with simulated scanner, before being implemented on a motion system 
with five degrees of freedom. 
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1 Introduction 
The demand for high-quality three dimensional (3D) models of complex objects is growing in a wide 
range of applications (e.g., industrial [1], medical [2-3-4-5-6], cultural [7-8-9], architectural [10-11], ...). 
Numerous applications require the computer vision approach to object surface reconstruction. These 
applications relate to fragile objects whose handling is impossible. Only non-contact sensors are  usable. 
3D acquisition devices collect 3D coordinates of an object surface [12-13]. To acquire the shape from all 
sides, many scans are necessary. Our system is based on several assumptions: the scanner remains calibrated 
between each acquisition and the object size and material is compatible with the scanner specifications. For 
each scan, post-processing is required (noise removing, segmentation, registering, meshing, smoothing and 
mesh cleaning). Each scan captures a portion of the shape of the object, and in order to merge all of the scans 
into a single shape we must place them in the same coordinate system. If there is a lack of data, others scans 
may be necessary. 3D acquisition and post-processing are long and the experience of the user has a 
significant influence on the resulting 3D model quality.  
Acquisition and post-processing need to be automated in order to reduce human operator influence and 
speed up the measurement process. The NBV algorithms have for objective to calculate this set of positions 
necessary for the digitization. These algorithms can be divided in two categories : model based methods 
(when CAD model or coarse model is available) and non model based methods (when no a priori knowledge 
of the shape of the object is available). For cultural heritage artefacts, we must use non-model based methods. 
The main objective of the proposed method is to automatically reach maximum surface coverage. 
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Proposed method is based on view planning methods, described in section 2. This proposed method is 
multi-phase approach (coarse to fine) and used a triangulation based laser scanner (Vi910 from Konica 
Minolta [14]). Two techniques are used: the first is based on Mass Vector Chain (MVC), presented in the 
section 3, and allows to create a coarse model. The second uses the “holes” (lack of data) in the mesh to 
define the next best viewpoint, by calculating “position”, “normal” and “size” of each hole remaining in the 
coarse model. The process is fully described in section 4. Applications on cultural heritage artefacts and 
results are shown in section 5. 
 
2 View planning 
To acquire the complete surface of a 3D object using triangulation-based laser scanner, several range 
images from different viewpoints are necessary. To define these positions, we have to find a solution to the 
next best view (NBV) problem.  To solve this problem, we have studied different methods of view planning  
(or sensor planning). 
View planning is used to minimize the number of required views to reconstruct a complete 3D model or to 
ensure that the viewpoints selected are as close as possible to the optimal viewpoints. Some algorithms solve 
the “next best view” (NBV) problem in order to determine the next position for the range scanner given its 
previous scans of the object. Several algorithms are described by Prieto in [15] or Scott & al. in [16]. These 
methods can be classified in two categories : model-based method (Cowan & al. [17], Scott & al. [18]) and 
non-model based method (Connolly [19], Banta & al. [20][21], Maver & al. [22], Pito & al. [23], Yuan [24]).  
In [17], Cowan & al. show a method to automate the determination of the location where a non-contact 
sensor may be placed to observe one or more object surfaces. They identify several requirements that affect 
sensor placement : resolution, focus, field of view, visibility, view angle, prohibited region. For each 
constraint, a 3D region of viewpoint is defined. The intersection of these region define a new 3D region 
where the sensor can be positioned. 
In [18], Scott & al. use a mutli-phase approach to solve the NBV problem (Fig.1). In the first step, a 
preprogrammed scan is performed to produce a polygonal mesh “rough model”, an approximation of the 
object geometry. Next the rough model is decimated to a sampling resolution just adequate for view planning. 
The rough model is then used to develop a view plan for a subsequent stage of precision measurement in 
compliance with the model specification. Then, the rough model is segmented  into a set of surfaces based on 
the different surface features (cavity, hole, ...). A measurability matrix (surface point and viewpoints) is 
computed for each segmented region. 
 
 
One of the earliest papers on view planning was by Connolly. He has been the first to be used the term 
“next-best-view”. In [19], he shows a volume based method. He describes algorithms for finding a set of 
covering views using the octree data structure (Fig.2). This octree contains four node types : Parent (nodes 
which have children), Empty (empty space which is visible from at least one of the views used to generate the 
octree), Occupied (they contain points on the object's surface) and Unseen (volumes which have not yet been 
seen by any view). 
Fig.1: Multi-stage Model-based View Planning 
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With this structure and an algorithm which produces a single view vector indicating the next location for a 
sensor, the following step are used to complete the octree model : 
1. pick an arbitrary view vector to start with 
2. assimilate the most recently selected view in the octree 
3. determine the next view vector 
4. if no such vector exists, terminate, else go back to 2 
The first described algorithm (Planetarium Algorithm) uses a sphere which is sampled along latitude and 
longitude. At each sample point, a hidden-line view of the octree is generated considering only Occupied and 
Unseen nodes. Following this, the area of Unseen nodes covering the viewplane is determined. This value 
provides a measure of how much of the unknown area can be eliminated by taking a view from each point, 
and takes into account occlusion by other Unseen and Occupied nodes. The viewpoint with the largest unseen 
area is selected as the NBV.  
The second algorithm (Normal Algorithm) uses information about the faces in an octree which are 
common to both Unseen and Empty nodes. Such faces will be referred to as Unseen /Empty faces. In effect, 
this algorithm measures the visibility of the Unseen nodes within the tree. The algorithm determines the 
number of faces of each Unseen node that are exposed to the region of space which is known to be empty. 
This is accomplished by recording the areas of Unseen / Empty faces. Six separate area sums are kept, since 
the faces can be oriented in any of six directions. It is faster but does not deal as well with self-occluding 
scenes. 
In [20], Banta & al. use a 3D occupancy grid to represent the object model. This 3D grid is composed of a 
matrix of points marked as occupied or unoccupied. An occupied voxel represents a cubic volume within the 
3D imaging domain which is intersected by an arbitrary solid. The 3D model of a scene can be realized by 
determining the state of each voxel from one or a series of range images. An occupancy grid can be used to 
construct an object model up to any specified resolution. A model can be constructed by registering disjoint 
or overlapping occupancy grids into a world database. This allows reconstruction of a large and complex 
model from a set of occupancy grids. Only the camera pose is required to register an occupancy grid with a 
world database. 
Several issues must be addressed in mapping the range data to 3D (Fig.3): 
1. The occupancy grid must be correctly aligned with the range image so that the information contained in 
both may be combined. 
2. A scaling transformation must be applied to the data to ensure that it is the correct size. 
 
Fig.2: Octree structure 
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The points which are blocked by the mapped surface points are identified by extrapolating along rays 
connecting the range sensor and the detected surface points. Once the location of the hidden points is 
determined, a temporary occupancy grid will be created, assuming that all points not currently visible are 
occupied. During this phase, a surface occupancy grid is built (occupancy grid containing only surface 
information).  This new grid is used for determining the next-best-view. 
The next sensor orientation is computed with the jump edges, the singularities normal to the view 
direction which might be occluding additional scene information. For the next sensor position, a sphere with a 
radius depending of the size of the occupancy grid is created. The position is defined by the intersection of 
this sphere and the sensor orientation. 
In [21], Banta & al. describe a algorithm with three phases according to the number of views. The three 
methods used are: 
1 edge based sensor placement described in [20] 
2 targeting the occluded surface centroid: in this approach, the reconstructed voxel model is examined. 
The new view points toward the view sphere center and is oriented on the voxel face closest to the 
centroid of the occluded region. This method give good results when there is one continuous 
occluded surface. 
3 clustering the occluded surface data: the occluded patches are divided into an unspecified number of 
areas. Then, the next sensor position points toward the view sphere center and is oriented on the 
voxel face closest to the mean of the largest cluster found by the clustering algorithm. 
In [22], the approach of Maver & al. was conceived for a long baseline laser profile scanner with a 
positioning system limited to a single rotational degree of freedom. The two-stage method separately 
considered source and receiver occlusions: 
1. camera occlusion: it arises when a part of the illuminated surface in the scene is occluded to the camera 
by another part of the scene (Fig.4c). 
2. light occlusion: it arises when the direct laser light does not reach a part of the surface in the scene 
because it is reflected from another part of the scene (Fig.4b). 
 
 
Fig.4: The two types of occlusions :(a) system; (b) laser occlusion; (c) camera occlusion 
Fig.3: The range information must be correctly aligned before assimilation into a world model 
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System used is a CCD camera and a laser which are coupled and form a fixed sensor unit (Fig.5). The 
laser beam is spread into an illuminating plane. The illuminating plane intersects with the object surface, 
forming a planar curve (laser stripe). The range image is obtained by scanning the scene with a series of 
parallel illuminating planes. This can be achieved by moving the origin of the camera-laser sensor unit in a 
plane called the scanning plane. This scanning plane is orthogonal to the illuminating plane. 
 
 
Maver and Bajcsy use sensor planning during scene modeling. An initial image is acquired from an 
arbitrary direction. The occluded areas in this image (range shadows) are determined and approximated as 
polygons. Each contour of the range shadows is segmented into a series of straight lines. The breakpoints of 
the contour segmentation are used to divide the occluding polygons into areas. Then, viewing angles for 
every pixel in the occluding polygons are calculated. A viewing angle is the sector containing all scanning 
directions from which a pixel is visible. For each area of the occluding polygons, the histogram of viewing 
angles is calculated. The histogram shows how many pixels can be seen from a certain direction. Histogram 
decomposition is then performed to find the next scanning direction; the next view direction is selected from 
the intervals defined by the maxima in the final histogram. 
In [23], Pito & al. chose occlusion edges as a mechanism for the NBV search. They observed that the void 
volume can be  represented by defining only the void surface near edges of the current model, which they 
represented by small rectangular patches attached to occluding edges of the seen surface. In general, the 
portion of the shdow nearest the occlusion boundary will be nearest to the real object surface and therefore be 
the best region to search next. Furthermore, such regions fit the overlap constraint. Pito’s NBV algorithm 
used an intermediate space representation, “positional space” (PS), as a repository for two types of visibility 
information - object surface visibility and sensor scanning potential. A virtual positional space surface  (PSS), 
with a shape appropriate to the sensor-positioning system combination, was placed between the object and the 
sensor workspace. Object surface space (represented as a mesh), PSS, and viewpoint space were discretized 
(Fig.6). 
The visibility of each triangular mesh element on the object surface can be encoded in positional space by 
tracing an “observation ray” from the mesh element to a PSS cell. The direction of an unoccluded observation 
ray relative to a local frame of reference on the PSS can be specified by two angles, termed the positional 
space direction (PSD). Pito chose to encode surface visibility as an analogue value equal to the area of the 
surface element visible by a given ray weighted by a confidence measure tied to the measurement grazing 
angle. Thus, PS was a scalar field in four dimensions P(u, v, µ, Á) where u, v were coordinates in PSS and µ, 
Á were the components of PSD. Encoding the image of both the seen surface and void patches in PS provided 
a means to apply an overlap constraint between views to meet registration and integration requirements. The 
range camera’s scanning potential at a given viewpoint can be similarly encoded in positional space by 
determining the intersection of “ranging rays” from the optical transmitter and receiver with the PSS. A 
separate image was calculated for each viewpoint. Using PS as a placeholder for ranging and observation rays 
facilitated determining which of them were collinear, as well as aiding the application of NBV constraints 
 
Fig.5: The sensing system used by Maver & al. 
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The first methods (model-based method) are suitable when CAD model of the object is available. This 
kind of sensor planning has been developed for several different purposes, for example object recognition, 
general robot vision tasks, inspection, .... The second methods (non-based model method) allows viewpoint 
planning without a priori knowledge on the shape. They are divided in two categories: the volume based 
methods ([19], [20], [21]) and the surface based methods ([22], [23], [24]). A summary of these methods is 
shown table 1 
Non-model based method 
 
Model-
based method Surface Volume 
Cowan [17]      X   
Scott [18]      X   
Connolly [19]        X 
Banta [20][21]        X 
Maver [22]       X  
Pito [23]       X  
Yuan [24]       X  
 
 
The majority of these algorithms leads to good results in the case of simple shapes, like mechanical parts, or 
convex objects. As yet, view planning for high-quality complex object reconstruction has no general-purpose 
solution and maybe such solution never exist. That's why our objective is not the exhaustive digitization of an 
object, but the most complete possible surface coverage. 
As we plan to produce 3D models of cultural heritage artefacts, only non-based methods are applicable, 
due to the complexity of the shape. CAD model is not available and methods with a first coarse acquisition 
can be used but the first phase must be done manually to correctly adjust the number of views necessary. In 
non-model based methods, surface based methods  enables to work  directly on 3D shape data acquisition, 
instead of volume based methods that require a voxel space management in addition, which implies an 
important computing cost. Our proposed method is inspired from work presented in [22], [23], [24] and is 
described in section 3 and 4, and is summarized at Fig. 7. 
The first phase of the proposed method is based on the approach developed by Yuan & al [24] and uses 
Mass Vector Chain to determine the next best view. It leads to a maximum surface coverage with remaining 
holes due to self-occlusions. This method is simple to implement and requires very small computing time. 
Fig.6: Range image inside the PSS. Each cell of the PSS is colored with the cumulative confidence of the 
observation rays (a) of void patches which project into that cell and (b) of faces of the model which project 
into that cell. 
(a)                                                        (b) 
Table 1: Summary of the described method 
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The second phase computes the position and the orientation of the next view, by using remaining holes in 
mesh. This phase is based on the methods developed by Maver & al [22] and Pito [23]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Mass Vector Chain (MVC) 
MVC allows to estimate a view direction from surface patch. In our case, each face is considered as a 
surface patch. 
By definition (Fig.8), a mass vector chain of an object is a serie of weighted vectors. In this serie, a vector 
iV
r
, is assigned to each individual surface patch Si of the object. This vector points to the average normal 
direction in
r
, of the surface patch Si and its weight is the projected region Ri on a plane Pi perpendicular to in
r
 
 iii RnV
rr
=  (1) 
     
 
 
 
 
 
          
For the surface patch, in
r
is its average visible direction and Ri is the surface size when viewed in that 
direction. It has been demonstrated [24] that, for an object of convex surfaces, the total Gaussian mass of the 
surfaces must be zero,  
Fig.8: Definition of mass vector 
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Fig.7: The proposed method is in two steps (a): the first step allows to create a coarse model with MVC, 
and the second uses “holes” to complete the unprocessed surface. For each new view point, acquisition and 
post-processing are carried out (b) 
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where G(n(s)) is the Gaussian mass with a same n(s). This conclusion also applies to ordinary objects. 
Since the total Gaussian mass of an object is the sum of subtotals of individual surface patches, (2) can be 
further grouped in terms of surfaces.  
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On the other hand, the total mass vector of an object is the sum of all its mass vectors, i.e.   
 ∑
−
=
1
0
m
j
jV
r
 (4) 
The total mass vector can be derived. The result points out that the boundary surfaces of an object 
compose a closed surface boundary only when their mass vectors form a closed chain.  
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 (5) 
The mass vector sum of a closed object model is a zero vector. If, during reconstruction, the total of all 
mass vectors of a building model is a no zero vector dirV
r
, there must be some unprocessed surface patches 
whose mass vectors sum to be the negative of dirV
r
. If the number of processed surface patches is m’, then, 
from the relation 
 0
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Defined to be the average normal in
r
, each mass vector iV
r
, is actually the average visible direction of that 
surface patch. Therefore, dirV
r
provides an estimated direction from which these unprocessed surface patches 
could be observed. 
This can be further explained by the surface represented in Fig.9 for convex surfaces. Since a convex 
object has a unique extended Gaussian image expression [24], a Gaussian sphere [25] covering the object 
stands for its boundary condition, or a circle in a two-dimensional case. Suppose four surface patches are 
extracted (Fig.9a); the mass vector sum is 03210
rrrrrr
≠+++= vvvvv  and give the view direction for the next 
view (Fig.9b and 9c). An example of MVC is shown in Fig.10. 
 
(a)                                                               (b)     (c) 
Fig.9: View estimation of processed faces (a) and unprocessed faces (b), and new acquisition (c) 
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A similar Gaussian sphere can also be used to examine the boundary of concave surfaces. Surfaces must 
be extracted to identify concave and convex surface. But here, no surface is extracted, there is no 
differentiation between concave and convex shape, because MVC are used only to deliver a coarse model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 Proposed solution for automatic acquisition and post-processing 
To test different algorithms without dealing with the mechanical constraints, we implemented algorithms 
in a simulated scanner. The simulated scanner uses raytracing to simulate a triangulation laser scanner. 3D 
model of the object is needed. The procedure is as follows: 
− the scanner is positioned manually for the first position 
− the user defines the parameters of the scanner : resolutions in X and Y and angles of view (horizontally 
and vertically). 
− the algorithm carries out raytracing: it calculates the intersection of each ray with the 3D model [26].  
− A point clouds is created and then triangulated [27]. 
Simulated algorithms were then implemented on a positioning system. Before beginning, we assume that 
the object respect the following constraint : 
− the field of view constraint : the object must be entirely in the field of view of the scanner 
− the material constraint : the surface object can be digitized (not transparent or reflective) 
− the positioning constraint : the size of the object must be adapted to the positioning system 
The proposed method is divided in two steps and is a surface based-method. The first step is the 
acquisition of a 3D coarse model: a range image is acquired from a position chosen arbitrarily, then MVC is 
computed to determine the next position and the 3D scanner is moved consequently. The MVC method 
previously described is capable only of estimating viewing direction, not position. Then, for each new 
acquisition, the scanner is directed towards the center of mass of previous acquisitions, at a present distance 
(calibrated from the object size). Information of position of the 3D scanner allows to readjust each scan in the 
same coordinate system (registration). Each scan is segmented (object-environment) in related components 
(Fig.11). The largest components are selected until the sum of their surface is more than 80% of the surface 
of the view. This threshold has been determined experimentally. We assume that the object is centered and 
occupies the major part of the field of view. If the threshold is higher than 80%, the quality of the model will 
be degraded. If it is lower than 80%, the number of views required will be more important. 
 
 
Fig.10: Red sphere represents the scanner position. MVC is calculated (a) and gives direction for the next 
view (b) 
Fig.11: Segmentation of the view in related components 
(a)       (b) 
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Then, the view is cleaned [28]: all the abnormals faces (three faces with one same edge, spikes, ...Fig.12) 
are removed. Besides, all the points of which the angle of view is higher than a given angle ( ≈ 60°) are also 
removed. If the new view don't contribute to decrease the size of unprocessed surface, this step ends. 
 
 
In the second step, all the boundary loops (“holes”) remaining in the 3D model are selected. This step is 
inspired of [22] and [23], but the implementation is innovative. Here, a hole shows a lack of faces, whereas a 
physical hole has a surface. The detection of the holes is done by locating the edges of the model which 
belong only to one face. For each hole thus found, its “normal”, its “position” and its “size” is calculated 
(Fig.13) 
The “position” Ph corresponds to the “center of mass” of the hole, obtained starting from the m vertice Pi 
composing the hole.  
 
P h=
1
m
∑
i= 1
i= m
Pi  (8) 
The “normal” hV
r
 is given by totaling the normals iV
r
 of the vertice which form the hole.  
 ∑
=
=
=
mi
i
ih VV
1
rr
 (9) 
The “size” D of the hole corresponds to the maximum distance between the “center of mass” Ph and the 
points which form the hole 
 
( )hii PPD max=  (10) 
These three parameters allow to calculate the next position: the scanner is directed towards the center of 
the hole,  
 
 
 
 
 
according to a direction reverses with the normal of the hole, if there is not self-occlusions. Else, a Gaussian 
sphere [13] is defined, corresponding to a “sphere of positions” (Fig.14). For each points of hole, positions 
are tested, and the position from which the most of points are visible is selected for the next view. 
 
 
Fig.12: Post-processing : abnormals faces (a), crossing faces (b) and spikes (c) are removed. 
Fig.13: Holes features : normal, size, position 
(a)     (b)    (c) 
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Then, new 3D view is segmented before merging: faces corresponding to the hole are only preserved: on 
the new 3D view, all the points Pi which verify DPP hi >  are removed (Fig.15). D is defined in equation 10. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
5 Results 
Proposed system on which algorithms has been tested uses a motion stage four axes and a rotative stage, 
on which a scanner is set, allowing five degrees of freedom (Fig. 16-17). This system provides travel range 
from 1370 mm (X axis), 990 mm (Y axis), 440 mm (Z axis), 320° (α axis) and 360° ( β axis). The used 
scanner is a laser triangulation-based device (Konica Minolta Vi910 [14]). To illustrated our results, studied 
artefacts is a small head (95x75x35 mm) shown in Fig. 18a. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.15: Segmentation of the new view. The redundant data is removed for each new acquired view. 
Fig.14: Viewsphere for self occlusions 
Normal of hole 
New calculated normal 
Hole 
Viewsphere 
Position on Viewsphere 
Calculated position by holes 
features 
Object New view Segmentation 
Fig.16: Proposed system: (a) schematic front view, (b) schematic top view 
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First position is selected in order to fit the field of view on the studied object (Fig. 18b). Acquisition is 
performed from this position (Fig. 18c) and then MVC is calculated and a new direction is determined (Fig. 
18d). The system moves to place the object and the scanner in the new position. New view is acquired 
(Fig.18e) and merged with the first view (Fig. 18f), after being cleaned (segmentation object-environment, 
delete abnormals faces, ...). Fig. 18h and Fig. 18i shows the 3D model before and after acquisition of the third 
view. This procedure is repeated until the stop criterion is reach. This criterion is calculated from the views 
surface. If the redundant surface between the 3D model without the new view and the 3D model with the new 
view is greater than 90% , this step ends. 
 
 
Fig.18: Studied artefact (a), and different steps of MVC 
(
a) 
(
b) 
(
c) 
(
d) 
(
e) 
(
f) 
(
g) 
(
h) 
(
i) 
Fig.17: Proposed system 
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r 
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In this example, MVC allows the capture of six views (only three are represented in Fig. 18). The obtained 
3D model is shown in Fig. 19(a). 
 
 
 
In this model, two remaining holes are present, with two opposite “normals”: one on the top of the model, 
and one below, where the object is set. The second hole is ignored (acquisition is impossible). The features of 
the first hole is calculated (position, normal, size), and a direction is found (Fig.19). New view is segmented 
and redundant data are removed (Fig.12). 
Proposed solution allows to obtain automatically complete 3D model of the studied artefact with seven 
views in 10 min. Proposed system allows to move object and scanner with five degrees of freedom. This 
system is well adapted for small objects (100x100x100 mm) but not for larger objects: travel range may be 
insufficient and the lower part of the object isn't visible. For these objects, methods must be implemented on 
others systems, like CMMs or robotized arm. In simulation, several objects are tested (cultural heritage 
artefacts and mechanical parts). Some results are shown in table 2 and fig. 20. To validate our method, we 
calculate the number of views in the two phases, the average resolution obtained and the percentage of 
surface coverage. 
 
Number of views 
Phase 1 
Number of views 
Phase 2 
Resolution  
(mm) 
Coverage 
surface (%) 
Ammonite 5 1 1,23 99 
Frog 6 3 1,26 100 
Wheel rim 6 9 1,31 57 
Mzeke 7 1 1,19 100 
Niepce bust 5 13 1,28 100 
Painter bust 5 13 1,22 99 
Valve 11 7 1,26 99 
Shrek 6 6 1,22 100 
Statue 5 14 1,27 98 
Saint Jean statue 7 38 1,28 93 
Virgin statue 8 37 1,25 97 
Mug 3 11 1,21 68 
Bone 4 2 1.20 99 
 
 
Fig.19: 3D model obtained with the MVC (a); New direction from 2
nd
 phase (b) and new view (c). 
(
a) 
(
b) 
(
c) 
Table 2: Results for several objects: number of views in phase 1 and 2, resolution and digitized surface 
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Objects can be classified in three categories:  
− convex object : ammonite, frog, Mzeke, Shrek, bone.  
− globally convex object with cavities and self-occlusions: statues, busts, valve.  
− concave objects : wheel rim, mug.  
For the convex object, the percentage of surface coverage is superior to 98% and the number of views 
required is low. For more complex object, the percentage of surface coverage is higher than 97% but the 
number of views is important because of occlusions. However, the number of views obtained is comparable 
to the number of acquisitions that would do an experienced operator (for example, valve requires 16 views). 
But for concave objects, the percentage of surface coverage is lower than 80%. 
The different segmentation and post-processing apply on the 3D views allow to control the quality of the 3D 
model, and the average resolution obtained corresponds to the resolution of the scanner.  
 
 
 
Fig.20: Results for different objects : ammonite (a), frog (b), wheel rim (c), original wheel rim (d),     
Mzeke (e), Niepce bust (e-f), valve (g), shrek (h), statue (i), Saint Jean (j-k), Vierge (l-n), painter bust (o), 
bone (p), mug (q-r) 
                  (a)        (b)             (c)                  
(d) 
                  (d)        (e)             (f)                  
(g) 
                  (h)         (i)              (j)                  
(k) 
                  (l)       (m)             (n)                  
(o) 
                  (p)       (q)             (r) 
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6 Conclusion 
In this paper, a simulation tool is introduced to simulate the acquisition of 3D models. This tool allows to 
simulate different NBV (Next-Best-View) solutions and post processing.  
NBV methods have been studied and the method we selected is a multi-phase approach. The first phase is 
based on Mass Vector Chains to solve NBV problem . This phase is able to predicate the viewing direction of 
unprocessed surfaces and allow to determine viewpoint for the next acquisition. At the end of this step, a 
coarse model is created, with remaining holes. From analysis of holes in the mesh, the second phase 
calculates the best next viewpoint to acquire the missing data. The algorithm is self-terminating and allows to 
obtain automatically – without any user intervention – a complete 3D model of an object. Besides, thanks to 
the different post-processing and segmentation, quality of the mesh is controlled. But for globally concave 
object, the method does not work. 
Future work concerns the application of these methods to various 3D scanners. We plan to demonstrate 
that our method is applicable to different 3D measurement devices available in our research team (time-of-
flight system, laser triangulation, ...). The algorithms can be reused by adding constraints on various 
parameters (field of view, resolution, workspace). 
We also want to use this method with different positioning systems equipped with a new 3D sensor. A 
new prototype based on a CMM (Coordinate Machine Measurement) is under development and will allow 
better results thanks to the increased number of degree of freedom. A new starting collaboration with 
industrial partners will enable to acquire a robotized arm also equipped with a 3D scanning head. We will 
soon demonstrate with this new equipment that our algorithms are applicable for 3D reconstruction of 
numerous collections of cultural heritage artefacts. 
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